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P
ivotal business applications — 

from online shopping sites to 

accounting systems to customer 

care programs — increasingly 

depend upon powerful database systems to 

store and manage data for processing and 

reporting. Consolidation and virtualization 

of these systems promise to deliver huge 

efficiencies and cost-savings by driving 

business value up and overhead down. 

Enterprises that run relational database 

management systems in a Microsoft® 

Windows Server® OS–based environment 

are rapidly adopting Microsoft® SQL Server® 

2012 database software to take advantage 

of its high availability, fast performance and 

enhanced security features. As enterprise 

applications relying on SQL Server 2012 

proliferate and data sets grow, the underlying 

storage must continue to meet service levels, 

maintain data integrity and help ensure high 

availability and performance. Meanwhile, 

many organizations find that their IT resources 

are drained by the time-consuming, often 

manual tasks related to managing a large, 

growing number of Windows-based systems 

and their attached storage.

Dell EqualLogic PS Series internet SCSI 

(iSCSI) storage area network (SAN) arrays 

help improve efficiency and reduce the cost 

and complexity of storage for virtualized 

SQL Server 2012 implementations. As well, 

the built-in data services and redundant 

components of EqualLogic arrays are designed 

to support the high availability and reliability 

required for business-critical databases. 

EqualLogic arrays are tightly integrated 

with Windows Server 2012, which helps 

simplify management tasks such as 

provisioning and tuning. In turn, streamlined 

storage management enhances operational 

efficiency by avoiding extra steps and by 

automating common tasks. 

Enhancing IT efficiency and agility 

through ease of use 

As enterprises face intensifying capacity 

and scalability challenges, IT organizations 

Business-critical database applications need 

storage infrastructure that is designed to keep up. 

Dell™ EqualLogic™ PS Series arrays help simplify 

storage management while easily accommodating 

performance, capacity and availability requirements.

By Magi Kapoor, Jim Salvadore and Darren Miller

Optimizing storage 
architecture for vital 
database applications
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need a fresh approach for deploying 

and managing storage in a SQL Server 

environment. Dell EqualLogic PS Series 

arrays make it easy for administrators 

to deploy and configure storage, back 

up and recover data and perform daily 

management tasks. 

EqualLogic PS Series arrays are designed 

with a scale-out, peer-storage architecture 

that enables them to grow seamlessly to 

meet capacity or performance needs. As 

databases expand, EqualLogic arrays harness 

their aggregate resources to evenly load 

balance data requests, additional capacity, 

network activity and cache, thus maximizing 

performance and resource utilization. Being 

modular in nature, the scale-out architecture 

allows organizations to start small and keep 

up with growth cost-effectively, at their own 

pace. Moreover, administrators can add 

storage resources nondisruptively to the SAN, 

helping increase capacity and performance 

with automated load balancing. 

At volume creation, administrators 

can utilize the advanced thin-provisioning 

capability of EqualLogic PS Series arrays 

to efficiently allocate storage capacity to 

database volumes. Then, as a database 

grows in size, thin provisioning is designed 

to automatically allocate physical storage 

from the free storage pool.

Built-in snapshot and replication capabilities 

of EqualLogic PS Series arrays facilitate fast 

database backup and disaster recovery. 

Administrators can configure snapshots of 

databases and logs to be taken automatically 

by the SAN. A single database, as well as multi-

database deployments, can be quickly reset 

to a previous snapshot to resume database 

operations from a clean starting point. As a 

result, end users do not need to wait for data 

to be physically moved or copied. Snapshots 

also can be mounted on SQL Server hosts to 

allow side-by-side databases for object-level 

recoveries. In addition, an auto-replication 

capability, which is built into EqualLogic PS 

Series arrays, is designed to create an exact 

copy of the SQL Server database on a remote 

site to protect data from a disaster that affects 

the data center. 

The virtualization of storage separates 

the management of storage services 

from the configuration of the hardware, 

helping reduce the complexity of daily 

administrative tasks. Virtualization also 

minimizes the need for specialized storage 

expertise and time-consuming, error-

prone manual operations. Features such 

as automated tiering and data migration, 

which are designed to automatically 

relocate data to the most cost-effective 

or performance-suited storage tier, help 

reduce management overhead while 

optimizing cost/performance. 

EqualLogic storage is optimized for both 

online transaction processing (OLTP) and 

decision support system (DSS) workloads. 

Virtualization and automated load balancing 

expedite database management for 

these types of workloads as well, further 

enhancing IT efficiency and agility.

Streamlining storage management

Included at no additional cost with Dell 

EqualLogic PS Series arrays are the  

Dell EqualLogic Host Integration Tools for 

Microsoft, which enrich the installation, 

maintenance and management of Microsoft 

SQL Server environments using EqualLogic  

arrays. From initializing arrays to creating 

application-consistent snapshots to 

scripting management operations, the Host 

Integration Tools offer a wide variety of 

capabilities to administrators through an 

easy-to-use, centralized graphical interface. 

The Host Integration Tools include the 

Dell EqualLogic Auto-Snapshot Manager/

Microsoft Edition (ASM/ME), which enables 

administrators to create and manage point-

in-time snapshots, or Smart Copies, as part 

of an effective backup and data recovery 

strategy. The space-efficient Smart Copies are 

application consistent, supporting Windows 8,  

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, Microsoft® 

Exchange Server messaging software, 

Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft® SharePoint® 

collaboration software and the Microsoft® 

Hyper-V® hypervisor. 

If a catastrophic event occurs, data 

from supported applications can be quickly 

restored (see figure). Administrators can go 

to the ASM/ME interface and right-click the 

protection point. Then, they can choose 

from three options — restore selected 

Auto-Snapshot Manager/Microsoft Edition (ASM/ME) used to quickly restore a corrupted database from a 
Smart Copy to a previous point in time
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1. Right-click the server host.

2. Select desired Smart Copy.

3. Select Restore All. 
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databases, restore all or restore all as new — to 

quickly restore the database either on the same 

host or to an alternate host. ASM/ME enhances data 

protection by enabling a number of different data 

recovery methods, including in place, selective 

component and manual recovery. 

ASM/ME also supports failover clusters for 

enhanced data protection. When installed on a 

server that is a cluster node in a Microsoft failover 

cluster, ASM/ME can perform certain operations 

on cluster resources owned by the installation 

node. In a cluster, Smart Copies can be accessed 

from any cluster node. And during a node failover, 

scheduled ASM/ME tasks are designed to fail over 

to a surviving node.

Another component of the Host Integration 

Tools is EqualLogic Multipath I/O (MPIO) Device 

Specific Module (DSM) for Windows. EqualLogic 

MPIO DSM enables intelligent, dynamic routing  

of iSCSI SAN traffic load over multiple redundant 

network paths between a server and the EqualLogic  

PS Series group — leading to increased bandwidth, 

reduced network latency and high availability. 

EqualLogic MPIO DSM is designed to understand 

where each volume’s data is located on the 

EqualLogic SAN, enhancing traditional MPIO 

technologies that do not have this capability. 

Ultimately, EqualLogic MPIO DSM helps improve 

the performance and efficiency of applications 

accessing volume data.

Administrators can use the included 

EqualLogic PowerShell Tools to manage one 

or more EqualLogic PS Series groups through 

a powerful, comprehensive set of Windows 

PowerShell® cmdlets. These scripts help simplify 

management by automating routine EqualLogic 

PS Series administrative tasks, such as remote 

installations and upgrades, and integrate data 

center processes that involve EqualLogic PS 

Series tasks.

The latest release of Host Integration Tools 

for Microsoft also supports volume rethinning 

operations. (For more information about the 

updated Host Integration Tools for Microsoft, see 

the sidebar, “Advanced management options.”) 

As data is written and deleted to storage 

volumes over time, volumes can lose their space 

efficiency because the storage system cannot 

release storage that is no longer being used. 

To deallocate the unused space, EqualLogic 

PS Series arrays support the unmap standard 

specified by the InterNational Committee for 

Information Technology Standards (INCITS) T10 

technical committee on SCSI. The SCSI unmap 

operation issued by a host enables the group to 

release capacity back to free space, similar to 

the way an operating system releases space to 

host volumes. Operating systems that support 

unmap or volume rethinning allow space to 

be reclaimed on the SAN as data is removed 

or deleted from host volumes. This rethinning 

operation locates disk space within a volume, 

reclaiming space on the SAN to help improve 

storage efficiency and performance.

Advanced management options
Version 4.5 of the Dell EqualLogic Host Integration Tools for 

Microsoft includes several feature enhancements designed to 

boost reliability, availability and storage efficiency:

•	 Microsoft SharePoint Server support by Auto-Snapshot 

Manager/Microsoft Edition (ASM/ME) 

•	 Enhancements to ASM/ME, such as centralized configuration 

of Multipath I/O (MPIO) on multiple hosts and centralized 

view of volumes, collections, schedules and Smart Copies for 

hosts in the Host Integration Tools group

•	 Single sign-on for Windows PowerShell through Microsoft® 

Active Directory® directory service

•	 Support for Microsoft Windows Server 2012 and Microsoft 

SQL Server 2012

•	 Support for EqualLogic Array Software 6.0 features

The Host Integration Tools for Microsoft are available for 

download at support.equallogic.com/support at no additional 

cost for organizations with a valid support contract.

 Dive deeper

Download this white paper to 
discover the storage factors 
that IT administrators need to 
consider when sizing storage 
for performance and capacity — 
critical for avoiding performance 
bottlenecks in Microsoft SQL Server 
database environments.

qrs.ly/vr3bu4u 

http://support.equallogic.com/support
http://qrs.ly/vr3bu4u
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Scaling for optimal performance

Dell EqualLogic PS Series arrays heighten I/O 

performance for database applications, as 

validated by benchmark testing. In March 2013, 

Dell engineers at Dell Labs tested EqualLogic 

PS61000XV arrays to assess storage I/O 

performance under OLTP workloads.1 The 

results of this test study showed that EqualLogic 

PS Series arrays provided high levels of I/O 

performance for OLTP applications while still 

maintaining Microsoft-recommended latencies. 

Furthermore, this testing demonstrated that I/O 

performance and user transactions per second 

scaled in an almost linear fashion when a second 

array was added (see figure).

In addition, Dell and Microsoft updated the 

Microsoft SQL Server Fast Track Data Warehouse 

reference architectures to include the latest 

advancements in database, server and storage 

technologies. These reference architectures 

provide tested and balanced server, memory, 

network and storage configurations that help 

ensure system capability and throughput are 

maximally utilized for data warehouse systems. 

In December 2012, Dell engineers at Dell Labs 

tested reference architectures for the Microsoft 

Fast Track program. The recommended reference 

architectures for EqualLogic PS6110XV arrays in 

a SQL Server 2012 environment were certified 

by Microsoft for a Fast Track Data Warehouse 

capacity rating of 15 TB and I/O performance of 

2021.25 MB/sec.2

Opening the way to exceptional  

business response

Large ecommerce websites and other business-

critical applications must handle a high volume 

of transactions and respond to spikes in 

demand from a large number of users quickly 

and efficiently. Dell and Microsoft have worked 

together to provide guidelines and design 

principles for implementing balanced Microsoft 

SQL Server data warehouse configurations to 

achieve out-of-the-box scalable performance. 

These reference architectures incorporate 

Dell EqualLogic PS Series storage arrays, which 

offer intelligent automation and enterprise-

class performance and reliability. The results 

of the test study reported in this article 

show that EqualLogic PS Series arrays offer 

outstanding performance for both sequential 

and transactional applications. The near-linear 

scalability demonstrated in this test study 

indicates that EqualLogic PS Series arrays have 

the potential to allow organizations to add 

storage as business demands increase — without 

compromising performance. Moreover, tools 

included at no additional cost with EqualLogic PS 

Series arrays help simplify storage management 

to enhance operational efficiency.

 Learn more

Dell EqualLogic storage in a SQL Server environment:

qrs.ly/v23bu4v
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1 For more information about the test configuration and results, see “Best Practices and Sizing Guidelines for Transaction Processing Applications With 
Microsoft SQL 2012 Using EqualLogic PS Series Storage,” by Dell Storage Engineering, March 2013, qrs.ly/oo3bu4l.

2 For more information about the reference architecture, configuration and performance, see “Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Fast Track Reference 
Configuration Using PowerEdge R720 and EqualLogic PS6110XV Arrays,” by Jisha J and Chris Boire, Dell Inc., December 2012, qrs.ly/ve3bu4s.
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